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ABSTRACT

The symmetries associated with the bosonic string partition function integral are exam-
ined so that the integration region in Teichmuller space can be determined. The translation of the
conditions on the period matrix defining the fundamental region can be translated to relations on tlie
parameters of the uniformising Schottky group. The growth of the lower bound for the regularised
partition function is derived through integration over a subset of the fundamental region.
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The elimination of infrared divergences in scattering amplitudes of superstring the-
ories promises a consistent quantum theory including gravity as part of the low-energy,
limit. An understanding of space-time at the most fundamental level could be achieved
with the development of such a theory.

Interest has recently centered on the divergence that may arise from summing up the
contributions at each loop. For bosonic string theories, a cut-off in the region of integration
has to be imposed to render the integral finite. Physical significance can be attributed
to the magnitudes of these integrals if the regularisation respects the symmetries of the
partition function and is independent with respect to the genus. The search for a stable,
and, physically realistic, background, in particular, is related to the Borel summability of
the series expansion.

The investigation of the divergence begins here with a study of the measure and
domain in the integral for the partition function. The measure is derived from the path
integral weighting factor and a choice of coordinates on the moduli space of metrics. The
two most frequently used measures are those defined by the light-cone and Polyakov ap-
proaches, which require manifest unitarity or covariance of the string theory respectively.
The light-cone diagram is constructed so that momentum of the external string is propor-
tional to the distance between the cuts at initial and final times, while the infernal cuts
correspond to joining and splitting of strings. The conformal mapping from the string
to a planar domain with disks removed and punctures at the positions of the vertex op-
erators transforms the paths from the boundary of the diagram to the internal cuts and
the paths around the cuts are transformed to a-cycles and b-cycles respectively [lj. The
planar domains with 2g disks removed are the Schottky covering surfaces for a Riemann
surface of genus g, and by the retrosection theorem, every compact Riemann surface can
be uniformised by a Schottky group generated by g Mobius transformations.

The action of the maps on the complex plane may be represented by

Tnz -
= Kn n = l...g (1)

where Kn is the multiplier and fin and £jn are the fixed points of the transformation Tn-
The boundaries of the disks are known as isometric circles, which have the property that
the differential line elements on the circle J ^ = {z € C \ \ fnz + 6n\ — 1} are trans-
formed to line elements of the same magnitude on the isometric circle J ^ - i = {z 6
C"l I ~~ lnz + <*n| = !}• There exists a set of abelian differentials oi the first kind
{wn, n = !,...,(?} having the property that

L (2)

where {am , tm , rn = 1,...,g) represent the a-cycles and b-cycles and rm n is the period
matrix. The holomorphic differentials may be expressed as exterior derivatives of functions

*"'Jn I ~2' v*!'1*) where the index a parametrises the elements of the groupv„ =

T



consisting of products of the generators Ji , . . . ,T, and their inverses. The sum
defined by the exclusion of those elements Va which have
right-most member of the product. The period matrix [2] is

„„ + £ (m'n)!n

,m ^ n, or rather as the

6m ~ ^o

where the elements Va that have T*1 as the left-most member or T*1 as the right-most
member of the product are excluded from the summation. The measure on moduli space
can then be expressed [3] as

n i-13o

1 '

n ft 11
(4)

with the products Yl'a
 o v e r conjugacy classes of primitive eleme .its.

An alternative expression for the partition function can be obtained through the
evaluation of the determinant factors giving rise to Selberg trace functions. The equiva-
lence of the two approaches has been demonstrated by relating the determinants of these
operators and path integrals over the positions of the interaction points [4J. As the equiv-
alence should extend tomeasures, thedifferential volume element in equation (4) can be
used to study the behaviour of the partition function with respect to the genus.

In an initial study of the divergence, a cut-off on the length of closed geodesies on the
surface is imposed to regulate the partition function integral. The volume of the annulus
associated with the thickening of the tubes in a Riemann surface grows exponentially with
the genus, and the Selberg trace functions can be bounded similarly. These terms are
dominated by the factorial growth of the number of non-isomorphic trtvalent graphs [5,6],
out of which the Riemann surfaces may be constructed. While the general growth of the
regularised partition function can be estimated in this way, a rigorous bound can only be
achieved once the domain of integration is specified.

The path integral in the Euclidean formulation is

D[ha$] D[X"]
(5)

The integration region can be reduced first to Teichmutler space by factoring by the identity
component of the diffeomorphism group £>i//o(E,), and then it can be reduced further to
moduli space by factoring by the mapping class group Dt//(£p)/D*7/e(Ej). It has also
been established that there is an invariance with respect to the symplectic modular group,

which is associated with a change of homology basis. Assuming that the a- and b-cycles
transform as

(6)

(7)

(8)

the canonical basis of one forms transforms as

(i , ... &„] = [w, ... u,,

and the period matrix transforms as

T -» (C + DT)(A + BT

These transformations can be induced by diffeomorphisms not connected to the identity. A
particular set of mappings, known as Dehn twists, can be defined by cutting out cylinders
in the surface, twisting the cylinder around a chosen cycle, and gluing the cylinder back
to the surface [7] These twists mix the a-cycles and b-cycles as given in equation (6)
and may generate transformations that are not connected to the identity component of
the diffeomorphism group. As the integral entries of the symplectic matrix are restricted
by the condition that the determinant should equal 1 and that the intersection matrix is
preserved, MTJM = J , the image of the symplectic group in the mapping class group
should be supplemented by transformations not acting on the homology basis, known as
the Torelli group [8]. Integration over the Schottky group parameters, with the measure
given in equation (4), or integration over the period matrix elements for low genus, requires
a knowledge of the fundamental domain under the mapping class group. An integration
region in the space of period matrices can be defined using the action of the symplectic
modular group in equation (8). Transformations in the Schottky group parameter space
{Kn,i\n,£in} also lead to a mixing of the a-cycles and b-cycles, because configurations
in which the isometric circles of the fundamental generators are tangent allow for paths
which are combinations of the original a-cycles and b-cycles. Thus, it is possible to reduce
the moduli space integral to an integral over a region in parameter space that lies inside
the fundamental domain of the modular group. The estimate of the growth of the bosonic
string partition function based on an integral over this subdomain is sufficient, because
the measure is positive on all of moduli space, as a result of the positive-definiteness of
the imaginary part of the period matrix and the feasibility of expressing the rest of the
measure as the squared modulus of holomorphic section of a line bundle over moduli space
[9, 10].

The boundary of moduli space is associated with the degeneration of Riemann sur-
faces. Pinching a surface of genus gat a homologically trivial cycle gives rise to a surface
with nodes and two components of genus g-n and n. Pinching a surface .• along a ho-
mologically non-trivial cycle produces a surface of genus g-1 with nodes. In terms of the
Schottky group parameters, the degeneration can be described by the limits \Kn\ —» 0, the
vanishing of the absolute value of the multiplier, and |(]n - £j«| -+ 0, the coincidence of
the fixed points.



The bounds that can be set on the multipliers and fixed points are of the form
e < \Kn\ <«',/>< |£io — {in| < S'- Given these ranges, bounds can be placed on each of
the factors in the measure. The primitive-element product satisfies the bound

(9)

As every primitive element is conjugate to a product of elements of the form Tmi,...Tm,
whereTmi # T"", and £ia € ! > „ - . , - £ € IV. with By. = {*||7o* + *«i = 1} being the
isometric disk of V,,, there exists a lower bound for |fia + •*£•) provided there is a minimum
distance between the isometric disks, dmjB({/r,.}). The radii of the circles \ia\~1 decrease
to zero as the number of terms in the product of generators increases. This is balanced by
an increase in the number of elements Vo at a particular level. Thus the convergence of
the sum £ o 'l7a|~a implies that there is a non-zero lower bound for H'a |1 — Ka |~ l since
**P (~ Y.'a l^ol) > « P ( ^ L i d / r . t ) S « W * ] As the sum over conjugacy classes of
primitive elements is less than the sum over elements not equal to the identity, it would
be sufficient to establish convergence of the Poincare series [11, 12] £ „ # ; froi"2-

HVO =

7o
—
70

7 f

«n - tin
+ K'n

fin - i\n

(10)

(11)

Since ~ is the center of lyj and Vp does not have Tn ' as its left-most member, it
cannot tie inside the disk Dr, • Assuming that the furthest distance between points on the

I *>i1 ~ I
isometric circles / j - n and ./^' is bounded above, a tower bound for j—="T^ exists for

arbitrary Tn,Vfl. Denoting it by c, it follows that > [c - (1 + c)e'je'-* = it for

the parameters 7(i)i7(i+i) associated with elements at levels !, 1+1 respectively. Then, for
finite genus,

(12)

with I7I"1 being the maximum radius of the isometric circles Tn. Then J7!

maximum dis-maxn f.lft-;;-H|) < l ^ I ^ H where dm.I({/r.,/f.1}) »

tance between the isometric circles Jr . and If*. A bound can be obtained for the square
of the maximum radius of the isometric circles

r r . - .}) (13)-

This is consistent with the range of the radii derived from the conditions satisfied by the
multipliers and fixed points *

when 6' is Bet e^ual to dm a t({/r .}) Convergence of the sum requires that [c — (1
c y j V " 1 > 2 $ - l . The polynomial (1 + cftn - 2{cJ + c + g - !)«' + ca

roots at
+

has

(15)
iveThe sum converges when t' < a> •, *' _ i . if the derivative of the polynomial is negati . _

at the smaller root, which occurs when the minimum lies between the two roots. As

the minimum is located at i' = * \\+!)t •> t n e condition satisfied by t' is sufficient if

i ^ ) < **&')** w h i c h h o l d s for 9 - ] • T h e B u m i s t h e n b o u n d e d b v

and (16)

n ' il - K I"1

(17)) i (
• ffHc* - 2c2) + ffc2(l - 2c(l + e)) 4

Expanding the third factor in the exponential in powers of -, one obtains

where
• ' • • • . )

-c;c*[c - 4cjj -
(19-)

.



(UrJ) J
when c* — 2cj ;*> 0. The bound in equation (18) is based on the assumption that
dmin({lT^)) and dtnaiU-Tr,,./?„'}) *re asymptotically constant as g —» oo and could be.
altered if different behaviour is allowed. The other primitive-element product is bounded
in & similar manner

i _ EI) [-

Choosing g such that ^ < \ + e> o n e finds

O J > = 1

The combined product satisfies the inequality

As eigenvalues of the imaginary part of the period matrix Ai,..., Af are positive and have

a geometric mean which is less than the arithmetic mean, deif/mr) < ( " t ) •
The elements of the period matrix can be expressed as functions of the multipliers and
fixed points. 'f

FVom the formula

n flm - Va£i,

it follows tha,t

(in ~

fill -

(24)

(25)

with the sum J^ '"'"' denoting the exclusion of all Vo which have T*1 as their left- or right-
most member. For elements V^ included in the sum Dv, <t- ^r» > ®v* £ ^ r , • Consider a'
configuration in which Irm, containing Dv£'> is the isometric circle closest to IT, and Jx^,
containing Dva, is the circle closest to /f'. The distance from the fixed point £in to the
b«md«yof J r . - . i . l T B | - > [l \
and tho constant bounding bq^h |fin - Vofinl and |fjn - | J | is

(22)

and one may denotr both and as c. Tims one finds that

and

- u p

(27)
The remaining part of the integral over the measure (4), given the bounds on the multipliers
and fixed points, can be performed.

(28)

With the fixed point integrals, global SL(2,C) invariance of the Schottky uniformisation
can be used to fix the values of three points, for example, £n, £21, and (i9 •

n=1 J \bn-M<V ~ J f

^6j 1,0 i-0 |2|tO yO | - 2

(29)
The shift of the variable (,\n to fin + (°n implies that an integral over £in about the point
{£„ can be reduced to the standard form. Maintaining that the variable (j „ is measured
with respect to the origin, the area element may be slightly shifted and the range of angles
slightly changed, but the value of the integral will be identical. After integrating over the
first fixed point fin subject to the condition 6 < |fin — f j n | < &', the integral over the
second fixed point ^ n must be constrained to obtain a finite answer.

TT f A..<P
11.y..>«,..>„ i f l n - i 2

p 6») {2 2

The fixed point integral then becomes



t *t» f TT *••
/ l£a - fr.l* J ';>l<>»»'> H l C m -

Thus, combining equations (25), (27) and (32), one obtains a bound of the form

(2,)»<-'2'-> (l - °j) ' (£ - •£)' (£ - h) • (I" ' I )

(M)
The estimate just given is sufficient for bounded genus but in the limit g - . oo it is
preferable to change the range of |6n | to [«,,,, &J where *|n ~ «J(n + * ) . * , . ~
K3(n* + *i) BO that the distance between the points is approximately *»„ - e3|B_i -

( £ ) ) whkh ̂  be boun(Jed bdow- The int*«r»1 wiU then bc

< *

Other possibilities for the range* of the fixed points can also be considered, but %
be eubject to the inequalities defining the fund«»>td region. The estimated growth of
the regularised partition function in equation (31) is based on a cut-off » the Schottky
p L u S e r space, that is equivalent to the one placed on geode«c lengths on the IUemann
surfaces [13, 14, 15], Fbr g < 2, the universal covering surface of the Riemann surface is
tt&SZ dislc or the upper-half plane with a hyperbolic jnetric. Th.s can be^projecUrf
onto an intrinsic metric on the surface with constant curv* ore R: - - 1 . The ™l"f™
to R - - 1 metrics defines a slice in the space of metrics which leads to ft reduction of the
Polyakov path integral to a moduli space integral [16].

There should be a one-to-one correspondence between points in the fundamental
domain of the uniformising Schottky group T and the Riemann surface [17]. The identi-
fication of points on the handle with points in the fundamental domain can be achieved
by identifying specific circles outside the isometric circles with the boundary of the^bases
of the handles and joining the isometric circles at the middle of the handle. About each
handle, there exists a closed curve which is geodesic. The choice of H = - 1 metric imp its
that the area increases linearly with the genus since the integral of the curvature is the
Euler characteristic. It follows that arew, and therefore distances, are blown up m this
metric as the genus increases. Thus, . genus-independent cut-off on the ength of the
closed geodesic is equivalent to a decrease in the size of the isometric circles, M ~ * »>
the Schottky covering surface, and this is consistent with the limits placed on the absolute
values of the multipliers |KB|.

A rigorous bound can be obtained for the regularised partition function if the in-
tegration region lies within the fundamental domain for the mapping class group. U^the
coordinates of the Siegel upper half .pace are (rmn), where det(Imr) > 0, then the restne-

tions denning the fundamental region of the symplectic modular group [18] are

(0 ~\ <*"„,„ <1

(») \det(Cr + D)\ >1 ( i t ) eSp(2g,Z)
(35)

(Hi) ImT[gT] = 9J{ImT)gr > Jmr[er]

where er = (0,...,l l0,...,0) andgrr,...,gr, are relatively prime
(7mr)ir > 0

These conditions can be translated to restrictions on the Schottky coordinates by inverting
the formula (3) for the period matrix elements. However, as the inversion would be difficult
to achieve in practice, it is simpler to verify that refined limits would lead to the matrix
inequalities being satisfied. The elements of the real part of the period matrix are

The relative contribution of the fixed points and multipliers to Re rmn can be obtained by
expanding the argument of the product in equation (37).

fan

= tan

arp f JJ <mn> ft" " ̂ ' " ^ m , r ^ ' "

[ £ <«..»>„., ^ i + (fin-fin^ _ " \

L a \ " l m ~ Vn«n)(ClB + ^ K « " + ^ V

(m,n) ar f l [ 1 + !ii!l! MnJ7n j , I
V (6m - VD(]n)(fin + A l ) ( ( jn+ ^ ) / I

(38)

and
tan arg * «an-tin) -2

< 1 0

1 +

(e2n-£ l n) Y ; 2

f t - E 1 " 2

2n In Q

[39)

1



The ratio between the radius of the isometric circle Jym and the distance between
the circles, and consequently the angle associated with a. single element Vo, decreases as
the number of elements in the product increases. From equation (14), the summation over
absolute values gives

tan arg

•lm

+ tan

4 0 R

cZ+c+g-i

arg <?
5j * °

g 2c 4 - 2gc?(l • c) Ci+ (40)

o,n

To first-order approximation, the tangent of a sum of small

angles can be related to the sum of the tangents of the angles,

so that the bound given above can be used to constrain the fixed-

point contribution to Re T m n by placing a limit on the coefficient c.

It is feasible that a more accurate bound on the argument of the

product over multipliers and fixed points can be obtained by allowing

for cancellation of the angles associated with each of the terms

in the product.

••i r (m.n)

(41)

Cm,n) 1+ -2

10

For isometric circles of diminishing radius, V £ and VaE,

nearly coincide and both factors multiplying y'2 have the form

The argument of the remainder term in theZ2" zl

entire product (41) would be reduced if the phase of y'2 is

essentially random. This can be confirmed even in groups where

the phase is restricted to the least number of parameters. For

instance, introduction of a phase along the diagonal elements in

a single fundamental generator gives rise to a phase for y ,

except when V is a product of real elements or a power of a

generator, and |a |=|S I.

Thus, if the point (#", £?„,£,„} is in the fundamental region, and the contiibution
of the fixed points is negligible , compared to the argument of the multiplier, almost the
entire range for Kn, [-IT, IT], wilt be acceptable for points shifted away from (K°, £?„,£?„).
The products of the fractions involving the fixed points tend to cancel a/

, ,

when 6 m lies in a neighbourhood of £jm . Moreover, this fraction also equals ——v»_, ( j " ^'""^iT^in
Fixing the points 6 " t 6 n and aJlowing 6m to move away from £fm, it follows that the
product remains approximately equal to 1 as the radius of Iv^ containing both V'1 and
Kr '6m, is negligible compared to the distances dfon,Ivr) and rf(fin,7v,).

11



The second condition defining the fundamental region of the symplectic modular
/A D \

group is given by the inequality \det(Cr + D)\ > 1 , f c D J e Sp{2g,Z). It is preferable

to split the determinant

\det{Cr + D)\ = \det{Im r)\ \dtt(C - tC{Re T)(/m T)"1 - iD(Im T)"1 | (43)

The restrictions on the multipliers and fixed points c < \Kn\ < t',6 < | £ J n - ( s n | < 6'

lead to a period matrix of the form

(0{lng)
fimn

fin
01 < fiij < fi% (44)

0{lng) .

where 0i,/32 ~ 0 ( j ) , when e,t' ~ 0 (* ) , and 6,6' are genus-independent. Recall that
an upper bound has already been derived for the determinant, det(Im r) < O(lng)', by
summing the diagonal elements. The upper limit is reached only when the off-diagonal
elements vanish.

To determine the effect of the off-diagonal elements on the lower bound for the
determinant, the following inequalities for eigenvalues of hermitian matrices [19] are rel-
evant. If Ai < Aj < ... < A, are the eigenvalues, <r[n) denotes the sum of the absolute
values of off-diagonal elements of the kth row of any principal submatrix of order n and
fcjj"' represents the kth diagonal element of the principal submatrix, then

• ri .(»-»+1) (l-** < An < (45)

In particular, A] < minn(Im r ) n n and A, > mai n ( /m r ) n n . Given the neriod matrix
with imaginary part having the form described in equation (44), the inequalities

A, > OQag)
O({g~2)-fimn) > A,., >

3)/9mn) > A,_, > 0(lnp)-0(20mn)

> O(ln9y0ig-l)-$mn)

(46)

To obtain a bound on the lowest eigevalue of the type Ai > O(^mn), it is required that
o[j) < O{lng) - 0 (^ m n ) . This would occur if the off-diagonal elements are of the
type O (ijil\ Under these conditions, a lower bound for the determinant, O{lng)o<-1"^ is
obtained.

12

Fot the imaginary part of the period matrix, with the form given in equation (44),
the Minkowski inequality [20] implies

Given that the determinant of a matrix, with the diagonal elementg equal to hi g and the
off-diagonal elements equal to 0, is (Ing + (g - l)f)){lng — /3)*"1, t je determinant of a
matrix with with diagonal entries that are greater than -fe\lng — fncj — moi(imn}), where

#m» is an upper bound for £ „ (•"."

fimn, fii < Pmn < & for alt m < n

and off-diagonal elements
1 j , may be bounded similarly.

The matrix with equal diagonal entries can be considered initially. Expanding the

determinant using the formula dtti „ r» ] = ^e'J* ^ e ' ( ^ ~ CA~l B) and verifying that

the determinant does decrease when the diagonal entries are decreased and the off-diagonal
entries are increased, the bound obtained from the reduction process is

(a

(a

+ 20. - A)'-

+ (9 ~ 2)A -

+ (g - (48)

An alternative technique for obtaining a lower bound for the determinant is based
on the estimation of the lowest eigenvalue of Imr, which is equal to the minimum value of
xT(Im T)X, with xTx = 1. As the rows of Im T are represented by vectors VJ, forming a
basis of a lattice containing a fundamental parallelepiped with non-zero volume, a linear
combination of these vectors will necessarily be non-zero. When the off-diagonal entries
are all equal to 0, the transpose of the eigenvector minimizing the quadratic form

xT = ( —p,—r=,0,0,...,0) (49)

and the lowest eigenvalue is equal to Ai = a - &• When the range for 0mB , 1 0 I , A ] I
is restricted to be narrow, then the lowest eigenvalue of the corresponding matrix will
be equal to a - &i approximately. The methods outlined above can be used to show
that the determinant is a rapidly increasing function of g as g —» co for matrices with
01 < 0mn < 0i, fit - fi). ~ •&!• By overlapping the intervals { (0i, AJ \\0tfh\ = rijl'
the property of monotonic growth is seen to ho.d over the continuous interval from 0 to
0 = 0(1). Also , 02 - 0i can be chosen aceordk.,, ^ the value of 0j until 0i reaches ^*.
The theorem about eigenvalues of matrices and their principal submatrices can then be
used at this stage.

The original condition on the period matrix can be satisfied since C can be chosen
so that dttC *£ 0, and because it has integer entries. The absolute value of the determinant

T"



will then be greater than or equal to 1 and the bound on \det(Cr + D)\ will be satisfied
for sufficiently large g.

The third set of conditions imply relations between the period matrix elements.
When only one entry between grr and gr> is non- zero, the condition gj(lm r)gr >
eIY/m T)er implies

j?B ( /mT), , > {Imr)Tr « = r g (50)

which always holds when (Im T ) , , > (Im T)^.

One consequence of this relation is that integration region lying in the fundamental
domain of the symplectic modular group can be further restricted by the set of inequalities
IK 1 < p2\Kt-\\ < - < P2(*~l)l^>I- When \Kn\ = O(lng), the contribution from
the' multipliers will dominate the contribution from £in and £2n, so that it is not necessary
to restrict the ranges of the fixed points. When AB = 0{tng) for all n = 1,...,?,
the inequality ( / " \ T ) " < C for some constant C is satisfied, as the diagonal entries of
the matrix Imr increase as 0{lng) according to the formula (24). If g?gr > C, then
gj(lm r)gr > \iS?9r > (Imr^ > (Im r)Tr. U gjgr < C, then

gJ(Im T)9T = r ..
2gr,,-igr,,(Irn

(51)

At most C S r m are non-zero, including at least one grn> n > r. When all of the entries are
equal to ±1 , the following inequalities are satisfied.

(Im T ) n +

+ 2 (Im t)

... + (Im T ) C _ 1 C_J + (Im T ) S S > C [In ;

1 2 * ... i 2 (Hi"T)c.I(5 > -C(C-l) max s ^

2 it

where s.. is an upper bound for ) In

Jhe inequality (51) will then be satisfied when

Moreover, the derivative ofg > c, exp f C max s
— 2 x/j

+ s,,].
li

the quadratic form g^ (Im t) gr with respect to g r n is non-negative wher

gT
 bf <_ C and when the genus is greater than the lower bound

just given. Thus, for higher genus, the third set of reduction

conditions is equivalent to (Im t) jl (Im t) , s > r.

The restriction (ImT)ir > 0 is included in the conditions that were placed on the
diagonal entries of the imaginary part of the period matrix in the study of the determinant
inequality. However, these conditions lead to strong constraints on the positions of the fixed
points, and for a more general configuration of fixed points, the values of the entries could
assume the opposite signs, while allowing for the determinant inequality to be satisfied.
As the imaginary part of the period matrix is positive-definite for any dioice of Schottky
group parameters associated with the uniformisation of a Riemann surface, the existence
and consequently the exclusion of any configurations that would be resulting in a period
matrix violating the determinant condition could be analysed by investigating the inner
product of the abelian differentials {u>m,w*} for m, n =1,..., g. As tht determinant of
a positive-definite symmetric matrix is equal to the volume of the parallelepiped formed
out of the basis vectors represented by the rows of the matrix, it would vanish if any of
these vectors could be expressed as a linear combination of the others. This would imply
that the abelian differentials should be linearly independent, and since they are dual to
the a-cycles, a measure of the independence of the a-cycles, or equivalently the isometric
circles of the generators of the Schottky group, {/rn}> would be sufficient to provide a
lower bound for the determinant.
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The restriction on (ImT)ln implies that the product

n d,n) tn - Vnftntai ~

n (l,n)f , .
[

(til ~ 1 (53)

> 1

This inequality i s obeyed by a special configuration of fixed points. Suppose that the
isometric circles of the generators if*,...,!*1 are located in one region of the extended
complex plane, and that the distances from the fixed points £u and (n to the isometric
circles are much greater than the radii of these circles. If the phases associated with the
remainder terms, which have magnitudes of order 0(|7i»|~2)> are randomly distributed be-
tween -IT and JT, the widening of the allowed range for the the inequality in equation (51)
being satisfied. However, the randomness of the phases tends to be associated with the
elements Va that may be expressed as products of an increasing number of fundamental
generators and the corresponding terms in the product will be approximately one. Using
the freedom to specify the parameters of the generators Tn, it can be arranged, in particu-
lar, that the positions of the fixed points fu and fa and the arguments of the parameters
7m give rise to a remainder term with a phase such that the entire fixed point fraction has
an absolute value greater than one. As the terms with Vo = T*1, m / l,n would then
provide the dominant contribution to the product, it would follow that the period matrix
would obey the condition defining the fundamental domain for these configurations.

An integration region in the Schottky group parameter space, which corresponds to
a subset of the fundamental domain in the Siege] upper-half space, therefore can be found.
The previous analysis suggests that the inequalities t < \Kt\ < p^\Kt-i\ < ... < pi{-
p*(f-i)(' c a n be used to define the integration region, as a consequence of the conditions
in equation (35), where

p * > mairi

a factor of at most 0-i<»-2H»-1H2*+3)j!1 producing
Jfc'pJ('~2'('~1KJ*+3)j^r*T- ^he transformed series
! i t f ll l k h h f

As a result, the integral is reduced by a facto
a large-order behaviour of the form J ( j ^
defined by division of the terms by y! is convergent for all real k, so that the transform
will be well-defined.

This growth already suggests the existence of a lower bound for the regulated in-
tegral over the space of metrics that contains terms increasing fact or i ally with the genus.
However, it is based on a configuration of fixed points, which are spaced by a distance
which is bounded below. A different set of conditions on the Schottky group parameters
could belong to the same fundamental region, but the translations of these constraints

on the multipliers and fixed points to the sizes of the isometric circles, using the formula
• J>l."* [a = hlffi'P1 ' s c o n s ' s t e n t ^ t h ft genus-independent cut-off for the geodesic
lengths" only for special configurations of circles. The contribution of these configurations
can be estimated using the techniques outlined above.

In the infinite-genus limit, the isometric circles will accumulate at infinity and oc-
cupy a region of unbounded area. Considering the stereographic projection from the plane
to the sphere, it can be shown that disks with an area of order 0 (1) located in the neigh-
bourhood of a circle of radius 0(g) in the plane are transformed into chorda! slices with an
area of order O ( i ) , Since areas in the intrinsic metric of the Riemann surface, viewed as a
sphere with handles attached, increase at a rate of 0(g) relative to areas in the embedding
space, the disks on the sphere will have an area that decreases to zero ,at a rate of 0(j,).
In the limit as g —* oo, the circumferences of an infinite number of curved disks on the
sphere representing the bases of the handles near the accumulation point, will shrink to an
infinite number of punctures. As there shall remain a finite number of handles of non-zero
size, the calculation of the bound above is actually associated with finite genus.

To obtain a bound for the integral corresponding to surfaces of infinite genus, it is
necessary to consider configurations of isometric circles with multipliers that decrease at a
rate of O(ff*' ~* ) and fixed points that are spaced apart by distances of order O( •—), where
g £ 3- The circles will be restricted to a region of bounded area, when g = 5.

Specifically, the constraints on the multipliers and fixed points in this configuration
can be selected to be

(0 \Kn

With this range for the Schottky group parameters,

and

E

(55)

(56)

I4 Vol{SL(2,C))

1-.CVV

4 6.

B-2
(57)

-2i-U2n'-nn j ip-i—
{,(*••!)! 2n'|| «i2

g-1
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where 6^ is the Tadius of the disk containing the isometric

circles U T , IT_i. n-l,...,g>. Using the techniques outlined earlier,

a lower bound can be obtained for the determinant factor in the

integral.
17
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The second term can be regarded as the sum of a series involving the

fundamental generators and their inve.rsesand a series involving elements

that are equal to a product of two OT more generators. Finiteness

of the term may be verified through the convergence of each type of

series.

As the minimum distance between neighbouring isometric circles

in the bounded domain is 6Q , the configuration containing the

greatest number of circles in a region of fixed area would involve

a hexagonal arrangement. Assuming that Clnand ?2n lie at the center

of the configuration, the isometric circles may be labelled as IT

and I_-i, where I refers to the level of I_ with respect to IT .

As the number of circles at level i. is 6[i-l), the number of levels

*in a hexagonal configuration is \j * ̂ -^9* 24g] , and •2n

T f n .
I " 2

* l n " * 2 n

i^o4 - ;

f i

lies in level l"+l, it is located at a distance greater

than 1 6p from the center of the configuration, and the following

H
bound is va l id .

The second series can be bounded even though the location of the isometric circles
Ivt and Iy* may not be correlated. When V» = TniVp, a bound can be placed on the
ratio of the inverse square of the radii of the circles Jvd and Ivf •

= I7-.I
10

(61)

For elements that are the product of two generators, or their inverses, the following in-
equality holds

-2

>i
the levels I 1 " ! ,

(62)
Using this inequality, an upper bound for series involving elements
V,,equal to a product of two or more fundamental generators, can be

obtained. The upper bounds for the higher-order terms have the
$ame form as the bound in equation [B9) with coefficients

, multiplying j t h order sums over fractions involving

having leading-order behaviour

[t n t i ] r ) . . . [ l " t j j 1 - 1 , where J ^ T l - - | j*2] . This suggests that the

IP



entire series containing t l n «nd £ 2 n by a geometric series that

converges when 6 6 ^ t'D < L, where 6 is determined by the sum

in equation (59). By equation (58), the lower bound for |det IBIT|

enly^decreases exponentially.

\ lK
or) °

-13

By evaluating the series f o r t n e hexagonal

configuration of isometric c i r c l e s , i t may be verif ied that the
primitive-element product TTM1 '*,,!*1 is also bounded belov by

an exponentially decreasinR.function of the genus.

When the conditions defining the fundamental region of Sp(2g;Z) given in equation
are ''applied to this configuration, the integration region is again reduced. The

restrictions on Re T B n and det(CT?D) can be satisfied if Ep<<l.

as each of the diagonal entries will then be non-negative.

From equation (Z), the lower bound forj'^iH tan[ exists because

the minimum length of the b-cycles is greater than ot equal to

the minimum length of the closed geodesies on the Riemann surface,

which has been bounded-below in the GTOss-Periwal cut-off that

is being used to render the partition function integral finite at

each genus. The minimum length, in turn, is related to the

lowest eigenvalue, Xj, of Im T, and, therefore, gives rise to a

monotonically increasing function of the genus as a bound •ror

det(Im i). It follows from equation (43) that |det(Ci+D)| shall

also be an increasing function of the genus.

The other set of constraints can be reduced to (Im i) >(Im T) ,

s>r, vhen

only lead to r e s t r i c t i o n s on the arguments of £ -£ . . Thus, the
g! increase, consis tent with the field theory arguments of
Gross and Periwal, and counting of distinct t r i v a l e n t graphs with
branches at the final level intertwined, i s found in an expl ic i t
analysis of the s t r ing i n t eg ra l .
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<. exp
-2C tiiax.s. (63)

where C is the upper bound for (Im t ) g E ' These conditions
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